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( Areas Inspected

This special, unannounced inspection involved 34 inspector-hours on site in the
; area of event followup. The events included the failure of the Auxiliary

! Feedwater System (AFWS) to start on a loss of feedwater reported on June 30,
. 1984, and the inadvertent start of all four emergency diesel generators reported
I * on July 5, 1984.

!- Results
I .In the areas inspected, two violations were found. (Failure to follow written

and approved procedures and to provide adequate procedures for abnormal align-
. ments during the removal and restoration of safety systems and subsystems; see
paragraph 4b, and failure to assure adequate design of the Auxiliary Feedwater
System (AFWS); see paragraph 4c.) Also, identified were: an unresolved item
regarding apparent inconsistency between AFWS Technical Specifications (TS), andj
an inspector followup item regarding operator training on the AFWS logic.'
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*P. R. Wallace, Plant Manager
*L. M. Nobles, Plant Superintendent - Operations and Engineering
*J.' B. Krell, Plant Superintendent - Maintenance
*J. M. Anthony, Operations Supervisor
*D. C. Craven, Electrical Maintenance Supervisor
*G. E. Duggin, Compliance Engineer
S. West, Assistant Electrical Maintenance Supervisor

NRC Resident Inspectors

*E. J. Ford, Senior Resident Inspector - Sequoyah
*S. D. Butler, Resident Inspector - Sequoyah

* Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on July 11, 1984, with
those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above. A violation described in
paragraph 4.b, failure to follow written and approved procedures, and to
provide adequate procedures for abnormal alignments during the removal and
restoration of safety systems and subsystems; and a violation described in
paragraph 4.c, failure to ensure adequate design of the auxiliary feedwater
system were discussed in detail. In addition, an * unresolved item described
in paragraph 4.d, an inconsistency between AFWS Technical Specifications,
and an inspector followup item described in paragraph 4.e, regarding
operator training on the AFWS steam supply and start logics, were also
discussed in detail. The licensee acknowledged the findings and took no
exceptions.

*An unresolved item is a matter about which more information is required to
determine whether it is acceptable or may involve a violation or deviation.

3. Licensee Action on Previous Enforcement Actions

Not inspected.
~

4. Failure of the Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump to Start on a Loss of
Feedwater Signal

On June 30, 1984, an event was reported at Sequoyah Unit 2, under 10 CFR
50.72. The event included the trip of one main feedwater pump with the
other main feedwater pump in maintenance, and the subsequent failure of the
auxiliary feedwater turbine driven pump to start as required on a loss of
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both main feedwater pumps. On July 9-11, 1984, an inspection team composed
-of two individuals from Region II visited the Sequoyah Nuclear' Plant in
order to evaluate this event.

a. Sequence of Events

Sequoyah. Unit 2 was operating at less than 3% power, with steam gener-
ator water level in manual control utilizing the two motor driven
auxiliary feedwater pumps. On the shift previous to this event, the
'B' main feedwater pump was in the tripped condition for work on the
hydraulic system, and the 'A' main feedwater pump was in the reset
condition. Maintenance required on the governor valve position limit
switch for the ' A' main feedwater pump, was expected to trip the 'A'
main feedwater pump. In order to prevent an undesired start of the
AFWS turbine driven pump, due to both main feedwater pumps being in a
tripped condition, the operator closed valves FCV 1-17 and FCV 1-18,
isolating the AFWS turbine driven pump from the steam supply.

The 'A' main feedwater pump did trip as a result of the maintenance and
"a loss of both main feedwater pumps" automatic start signal was
inputed to the AFWS logic. Since steam isolation valves FCV 1-17 and
FCV 1-18 had been closed, the turbine driven pump could not start and
buildup a pump discharge pressure. After a preset 60 second time
delay, the steam supply transfer (SST) logic automatically initiated a
SST from FCV 1-15 and steam generator 1 to FCV 1-16 and steam gener-
ator 4. During the transfer, FCV 1-15 failed to close which prevented,
through an interlock, FCV 1-16 from opening and the transfer could not
be completed. Since FCV 1-16 could not open, electrical control logic
prevented the turbine governor valve FCV 1-51 from opening,' and the
AFWS turbine driven pump could not start on any automatic ESF signal or
a normal manual start signal. Several minutes later FCV 1-17 and i

FCV 1-18 were reopened but the AFWS turbine driven pump remained in a
condition in which it could not start.

The AFWS remained in this condition, with the turbine driven pump
unable to start on any valid auto start signal or a manual start
signal, for several hours. .This oversight can be attributed to several
factors including:

(1) The operators' apparent lack of f amiliarity with the AFWS steam
transfer logic and the transfer that resulted when FCV 1-17 and
FCV 1-18 were closed.

'

(2) The apparent failure of the operator to obtain a suoervisory
technical review and approval of the evolution prior to
performance.

(3) The lack of indication in the control room of a steam supply logic
transfer to the alternate steam generator.
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(4) The fact that without knowledge or indication of the SST, the
~ failed open FCV 1-15 valve appeared to be in its normal '

configuration - open.

On the following shift, with the 'B' main feedwater pump still in the
tripped condition, the ' A' main feedwater pump again tripped due to a
loose terminal strip connection. At this point, an operator realized
that the AFWS turbine driven pump should have started in response to a
loss of both main feedwater pumps. This led to an investigation by the
licensee which revealed that FCV 1-15 had failed to close when the SST
logic initiated a transfer following the closing of FCV 1-17 and
FCV 1-18, and as a result had sealed in the SST logic preventing a
start of the AFWS turbine driven pump.

b. Failure to Follow Written Approved Procedures and Provide Adequate
Procedures Over The Removal and Restoration of Safety Systems and
Subsystems

In the closing and reopening of valves, FCV 1-17 and FCV 1-18 in the
steam supply to the AFWS turbine driven pump, the operator failed to
follow Administrative Instruction AI-30, " Nuclear Plant Method of
Operating," pertaining to the use of written instructions, the entering
of system alignment changes in the system configuration log, and
obtaining permission of the shift engineer prior to altering the status
of this safety-related system. This resulted in an inadequate tech-
nical review of the proposed evolution and a failure of the operator to
recognize the impact it would have on AFWS SST and start logics.

In addition, Administrative Instruction AI-6, " Log Entries and Review"
was not followed in that this operation represented an entry into and
exit from a Technical Specification Limiting Condition for Operation,
yet was not logged as such in either the Shift Engineer or Unit
Operator daily journal records.

Subsequently, the AFWS turbine driven pump was inhibited from starting
on any automatic signal or a normal manual signal for several hours
without the shift engineer being aware and without entry into the
applicable TS LCO 3.7.1.2. The failure to follow written approved
procedures is in violation of Sequoyah TS 5.8.1, which states that
" written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained,

| ccvering the applicable procedures recommended in Appendix A of
Regulatory Guide 1,33, Revision 2, February 1978."

The licensee also failed to provide an adequate procedure to ensure the
proper removal and restoration of the AFWS turbine driven pump
including independent verification or functional testing. This is a

! violation of Sequoyah Unit 2 Operating License DPR-79, Part 8, Item C,
which states in response to NUREG 0737 that " procedures shall be
available to verify the adequacy of operating activities." In refer-
ence to this license condition and Item I.C.6 of NUREG 0737, the
Sequoyah Safety Evaluation Raport, Supplamant 5, states, in part, that
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the licensee is committed to implement a system of verification of
correct performance of operating activities prior to issuance of a full
power license. "The system includes . initial system alignment and
verification, recording changes in alignment on systems status sheets,
and verification of operability or alignment verification prior to
returning equipment to service. The shift supervisor or an authorized
senior reactor operator must approve removal ' rom and return to
service."

Sequoyah has established several administrative procedures to meet this
license condition and to ensure that independent verification is
accomplished on safety systems. Administrative Instruction (AI)-2,
Part 12, requires double person verification on System Operating
Instruction (S0I) checklists, but the SOI for the AFWS is designed for
a total system alignment and was not utilized. The same administrative
instruction also requires double person verification on clearances<

(maintenance request) bud since the maintenance request was for the
main feedwater pump in an interfacing system, valves FCV 1-17 and
FCV 1-18 were not listed on the request and verification was not
performed. There is also an administrative procedure AI-9, which
requires that independent verification be performed on modifications to
systems, but the application seems limited to jumpers and lifted leads,
and not to abnormal valve alignment.

This event, as well as discussions with operations management, indicate
that the above procedures are not applicable to a partial safety system
renoval and restoration where no tagging is involved. A written
approved procedure was not provided to ensure that FCV 1-17 and
FCV 1-18 were properly closed and reopened, and that independent
verification or functional testing of the AFWS turbine driven pump was
performed on restoration. Indications are that this type of valving
evolution on a safety system is left to operator discretion. Routinely
allowing operators to valve out safety systems or subsystems for any
reason, without adequate supervisory technical review and independent
verification or functional testing, provides a distinct possibility
that one or more safety systems could inadvertently be left ina
condition which would prevent them from performing- their design func-
tion during an operational transient or an accident. This is inconsis-
tent with post-TMI requirements for the verification of safety system
status.

This is a violation (328/84-18-01).

c. Inadequate System Design of the Auxiliary Feedwater System Automatic
Initiating Circuits

A review of electrical schematics 45W657-26 and 45N646-1 with the
Assistant Electrical Maintenance Supervisor and discussions with
Operations staff reflected the following design deficiencies with
regard to automatic initiating circuitry of the Auxiliary Feedwater
System:
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(1) The Steam Supply Transfer System is designed such that the single
failure of valve FCV-1-15 to close upon a signal to initiate a
steam supply transfer will seal-in the Steam Supply Transfer logic
circuity to hold the Terry Turbine trip and throttle valve
FCV-1-51 in the shut position. This isolates the turbine driven
auxiliary feedpump from its steam supply and prevents operation of
the turbine driven pump on any of the automatic initiative signals
(loss of feedpump, low low steam generator level, safety injection
tion, station blackout) or on a normal attempted manual start of
the pump.

Other single failures in this same Steam Supply Transfer circuity
will also render the turbine driven pump inoperable in similar
manner when a signal to -initiate Steam Supply Transfer has been
generated. For example, failure of FCV-1-16 to open during a
transfer or failure of contact L-11A to open on increasing pump
pressure would also seal in the Steam Supply Transfer logic
circuity to hold the Terry Turbine trip and throttle valve in the
shut position. Again this would isolate the turbine driven
auxiliary feedwater pump from its steam supply and prevent
operation of the turbine driven pump an any of the automatic
initiating signals or on a normal attempted manual start of the
pump.

(2) The Main Feed Pump control circuitry is designed such that it is
not single failure proof, safety grade, or failsafe. In parti-

'

cular, deenergization of this circuit for a single Main Feed Pump
will prevent energization of relays R/TT-1 and R/TT-2 for that
Main Feed Pump control circuit. This inhibits automatic start of
all three Auxiliary Feed Water Pumps on a loss of Main Feed Pump
trip when operating below 80% power. Additionally failure of the
governor valve oil pressure switch. PS-46-13 to close on low oil
pressure for a given main Feed Pump Control Circuit will prevent
energization of relays R/TT-1 and R/TT-2 for that Main Feed Pump<

Control Circuit. Again, this inhibits automatic start of all
three Auxiliary Feed Water Pumps on a loss of Main Feed Pump trip
when operating below 80% power.

(3) The 250 V DC station battery bus provides power to the Main Feed
Pump Trip relays R/TT-1 and R/TT-2, for each Main Feed Pump. This
is not an emergency - bus. Since relays R/TT-1 and R/TT-2 must .

energize in order to automatically start the three Auxiliary Feed
Pumps on loss of Main Feed Pump trip, the circuits which contain
these relays are Auxiliary Feed Water initiating circuits and are
required to be powered by emergency buses.

Sequoyah Nuclear Station Final Safety Analysis Report Update (FSAR),
Paragraph 10.4.7.2.3 states, in part, that with respect to the Auxi-
liary Feed Water (ARd) system, all of the requirements of 2.1.7 of
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NUREG 0578 are complied with, and additionally, automatic initiating
circuitry are safety grade.

2.1.7 of NUREG 0578 states that initiating signals and circuits shall
be designed in a manner that a single failure will not result in the
loss of auxiliary feedwater system function, and that the initiating
signals and circuits shall be powered from the emergency buses.

Contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, the licensee failed
to establish adequate measures to assure that the design basis require-
ments stated in paragraph 10.4.7.2.3 of the FSAR were correctly
translated into specifications, drawings, procecures, and instructions
as stated in the FSAR.

This is a violation (328/84-18-02).

d. Inconsistent Technical Specification Requirements

For approximately 2h hours on June 30, 1984, main feed pump 'A' control
circuitry was tagged out on Hold Order (HO) 900. This inhibited start
of auxiliary feedwater on loss of feed pump trip below 80% power. This
was logged as an entry into TS LC0 3.3.2 which allows for loss of one
control circuit per pump for 48 hours when in modes 1 or 2, with either
restoration required at the end of that time or entry into Hot Standby
within the next six hours and Cold Shutdown within the following
30 hours. This condition is inconsistent with TS LCO 3.7.1.2, which
requires the auxiliary feed water system to be operable in Modes 1, 2,
and 3, and states: -

"with three auxiliary feedwater pumps inoperable, immediately
initiate corrective action to restore at least one auxiliary
feedwater pump to operable status as soon as possible"

and further states:

"with two auxiliary feedwater pumps inoperable, be in at least HOT
STANDBY within six hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following
six hours."

Paragraph 1.6 of the TS defines operable in the following manner:

"0PERABLE - OPERABILITY

1.16 A system, subsystem, train, or component or device shall be
OPERABLE or have OPERABILITY when it is capable of performing its'

' specified function (s), and when all necessary attendant instru-
mentation, controls, a normal and an emergency electrical powe r
source, cooling or seal water, lubrication or other auxiliary
equipment that are required for the system, subsystem, train,1

comoonent or device to perform its function (s) are also capable of
; performing their related support function (s)."
!
t

I
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Since all necessary attendant controls were not capable of performing
their intended function (e.g., auxiliary feedwater would not start on
loss of feed pump trip), the auxiliary feedwater system was by defini-
tion inoperable with all three auxiliary feedwater pumps affected.

Auxiliary feedwater initiation would occur on low-low steam generator
water level yith the loss of main feedwater initiation out of service.
This loss of the anticipatory loss of feed pump initiation, however,
increases the time interval to deliver auxiliary feedwater to the steam
generators, makes the resulting transient more severe, and is noncon-
servative. The removal of one main feedwater pump control circuit and
the resultant loss of feedwater pump start signal to the AFWS as
allowed by TS 3.3.2 should not be a problem at very low power levels,
but this specification allows it up to 80% power. This is nonconser-
vative in that it essentially defeats the purpose of the anticipatory
AFWS start signal. The licensee should submit technical specification
change requests to the NRC to accomplish the following:

1. Resolve the apparent discrepancies between LCO 3.3.2, Table 3.3-3,
paragraph 6-f, and LCO 3.7.1.2 regarding the modes in which the
auxi!'ary feedwater system is required to be operable and clarifi-
cation of the word " operable" as it applies to a loss of the AFWS
automatic start signal due to a trip of both main feedwater pumps.

2. Amend LCO 3.3.2, Table 3.3-3, paragraph 6-f, to require that a
trip signal be inserted with the removal of one main feedwater
pump control circuit in reactor modes where the AFWS is required
to be operable. This will ensure that the AFWS will start on the
loss of the operating main feedwater pump without waiting to reach
the low steam generator trip.

This is identified as Unresolved Item 328/84-18-03.

e. Operator Training

This event reflected a need to upgrade operator training on the AFWS
initiating circuitry and the SST logic. The licensee stated at the
exit interview that a training letter would be issued regarding the
following:

(1) removing DC control power from a main feedwater pump causes a loss
of an automatic start signal to the AFWS on a loss of feedwater
pumps at <80% power.

(2) The response of the AFWS SST logic in this event (i.e., transfer
of steam supply due to closing FCV-1-17 and FCV-1-18). This will
be Ir.spector Followup Item 328/84-18-04.

_ -_ -- -_. , _ _.__ . _ __ _
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5. Inadvertent Start of All Four Diesel Generators

During the inspection of July 9-11, 1984, an event related to inadvertent
start of all four diesel generators on July 5, 1984, was also reviewed.

At the time of. this event, Surveillance Instruction SI-7, Appendix A,
Section 1.4, "SI Actuation Test Signal Starting Method" was being performed.
This instruction requires the following steps to be performed in the
specified sequence in order to prevent starting more than one diesel
generator,

d. Place 43T(L) in shutdown board logic cabinet 1A-A to test posi-
tion. (One white light will light and one white light will go
out.) This will prevent other D/Gs from starting. Place synch-
ronizing switch 1-HS-57-47 to ON position on 0-M-26.

e. Pick up A train K609 relay by performing the following Go Test
from the Safeguards Test Cabinet Train A.

1. At Train A STC, rotate and depress test switch S828. This
will start D/G 1A-A. Verify D/G voltage, frequency and speed
are within limits within 10 seconds after starting and log on
data sheet.

2. Reset the protection system cabinet output relay (K609 Tr. A)
.

with reset test switch S821.

f. Verify ESIAY energized by checking amber light lit in shutdown
logic cabinet 1A-A.

g. Place 43T(L) in shutdown board 1A-A logic cabinet to normal
position.

In this case, step "g" was performed prior to step "e.2" and "f" and
resulted in inadvertently starting all four diesel generators instead of the
one under test. This is another example of a failure to implement proce-
dures as required by TS 6.8.1 and as delineated in paragraph 4.b of this
report and is another example of violation 328/84-18-01. The licensee
indicated at the exit interview, and in an informal report on this event,
that a breakdown in communications was the cause, as opposed to failure to
follow procedure. It was stated that the control room operator lost
communication with the person performing steps "e" and "f", assumed the
steps were complete, and performed step "g" resulting in the start of all
four diesel generators. This does not resolve the fact that the operators
failed to perform the surveillance procedure steps in the required sequence.
In addition, it indicates another possible example of a failure to follow a
written approved procedure on communications, AI-30, Section 2.5, which
states, in part, that "all verbal communication of a directive nature shall
be repeated back by the recipient prior to the directions being carried out."

.
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